
Black-headed Wagtail Lands End 29th Apr-1st May 2010 
	

With a rare day off I was eager to get out birding, however due to the heavy rain I frustratingly found 
myself stuck indoors inputting IPMR (bird ringing) records into the computer. By about 11am I couldn’t 
take it anymore, threw on my waterproofs and headed down to Lands End not expecting to see 
anything and to just get wet!! I’d wandered around the car-park/swingates area and had seen a 
handful of what appeared to be newly arrived migrants, so decided to continue along the cycle track. I 
arrived at what is known as the ‘trinity loop pool’ (an area that floods regularly creating a scrape) at 
about 12pm and noticed 2 Dunlin, which were immediately flushed by a Magpie. I also noticed at the 
very back of the scrape a male ‘Yellow Wagtail’ (there had been one here the day before), and when I 
raised my bins could see it appeared to have a Black head! The bird was a little distant and I was 
struggling to keep my bins from steaming up so rang Martin Elliot (another local birder) and suggested 
he make his way to the area with a telescope so that we could have a proper look at the bird and 
hopefully confirm its identity and maybe get a few photographs. I also pre-alerted Birdline South West 
that there was ‘very likely’ a Black-headed Wagtail at Lands End so other locals could make their way 
to the site. 

	
Martin duly arrived 10 minutes later, and the wagtail on cue called a couple of times-a much more 
frothy ‘buzzing’ call than Yellow Wagtail, closer to that of a Citrine. We viewed the bird through the 
telescope and all was looking good so I rang Birdline South West back to confirm the bird was indeed 
“to the best of our knowledge” a Black-headed Wagtail. The bird stayed in the area for all to 
appreciate until disturbed by a photographer that evening, but returned and remained faithful to the 
cycle track scrape for a further two days. 

	
The bird structurally and size wise was no different from any other Yellow Wagtail. As mentioned the 
bird had a black head, which covered the entire of the crown, face including the ear-coverts and 
extended down the rear of the head and onto the nape. On close examination a few of the nape 
feathers appeared to be tipped olive-green, the same as the colouration of the birds mantle and 
scapulars. This initially bore much discussion, however later research has suggested that this is not a 
problem with the species (the problem comes if they are grey?),as 1st summer birds may have a mix 
of black  and worn juvenile type feathers-which would be tipped olive-green. In fact the left side of the 
nape was practically all black, with the right side possessing more olive-green tipped feathers. The 
crown also did not appear particularly ‘glossy’, although once again this could be attributed to the bird 
being a 1st summer, as-well as it being wet in the heavy rain. Of note when I saw the bird again next 
day in bright sunshine it appeared much more ‘glossy’ and the olive-green flecks in the rear of the 
nape were very difficult to see. It had no moustacial, sub-moustacial or malar stripes. Further support 
of the bird being aged as a 1st summer was gained by the presence of two generations of greater 
coverts in the wing, with the outer four clearly seen to be old juvenile feathers (see photographs). The 
newer median and greater coverts and the tertails were boldly edged white. The bird had entirely 
bright uniform yellow under-parts including the throat and under-tail coverts. Its legs were dark-grey, 
its eye appeared black and it had a fine, pointed (typical wagtail like) all black bill. As mentioned 
earlier the bird was heard to call, and indeed it did so several times. This was a much more ‘buzzing’ 
‘zrrei’ call, significantly different from Yellow Wagtail and more similar to Citrine Wagtail. 

	
The bird was photographed during its stay-a particularly good picture by Brian Field being present on 
the Surfbirds website (but I believe there are others). Many birders saw the bird and of those I spoke 
to several were particularly struck by how different the call was from that of a Yellow Wagtail. I am 
aware of ‘hybrid’ problems with the Yellow Wagtail complex, although this bird would certainly fit the 
bill with our current understanding of what a 1st summer male Black-headed Wagtail should look and 
sound like. I am familiar with Grey-headed (from time spent working on Fair Isle), Blue-headed, 
Yellow and Citrine Wagtails in the UK and have seen Black-headed Wagtail in Cyprus (have even 
trapped and ringed a female there) plus a range of hybrids including ‘dombrowski’ ’type birds there. 
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